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Primary school, grades 5 & 6. The duration of the competition is 75 minutes. 

The answers must reflect the competitors own work and during the competition, no help is allowed. 

Good Luck! 

3 point questions 

1. Jason ….. the bus to school every day. 

 A) take   B) takes   C) is taking   D) never takes 

2. Which column is correct?

 A)  first 

 second 

 third 

 fourth 

 fifth 

 sixth 

 seventh 

 B) first 

 second 

 third 

 fourth 

 fiveth 

 sixth 

 seventh 

 C) first 

 second 

 thirth 

 fourth 

 fifth 

 sixth 

 seventh 

 D) first 

 second 

 third 

 forth 

 fifth 

 sixth 

 seventh

 

3. In the picture you can’t see a ….. . 

A) parrot 
B) hedgehog 
C) tortoise 
D) snake 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. A young one of these is called ‘puppy’. 

A) cat    B) lion    C) dog    D) horse 

5. “How old are you?” 

A) “I'm past ten.”      B) “I'm not old.” 

C) “I'm nearly twelve.”     D) “I'm quite short.”  

6. “What’s Susan like?” 

A) “Chocolate.”  B) “Basketball.”  C) “Friendly.”  D) “Her puppy.” 
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7.  is made for: 

 

A) Christmas Eve B) Easter   C) Thanksgiving  D) Halloween  

8. The Queen lives in: 

A) Westminster Abbey     B) Buckingham Palace 

C) the White House     D) the Houses of Parliament  

9. In Beauty and the Beast, the merchant had: 

A) two daughters and two sons.   B) two daughters and three sons. 

C) three daughters and three sons.  D) three daughters and two sons. 

10. In Beauty and the Beast, the merchant lost his fortune: 

A) once   B) twice   C) three times  D) four times 

 

4 point questions 

11. Whose birthday is this? 

A) Tom.   B) Children.  C) Mine.   D) Jacks 

12. ….. money is used in the UK? 

A) Which   B) What    C) How   D) Whose 

 
 
13. To talk about                                           you can’t use a word .... . 
 

A) gloves   B) warm   C) toes   D) keep  

14. I love skiing, it's ….. .  

A) glad   B) boring   C) fun   D) like 

15. “Can I have three packets of peas, please?” 

A) “Here you are.” B) “As you can.”   C) “Please.”  D) “Have it.”  

16. “Where’s my bag?” 

A) “I hate it.”   B) “Your sister has.” C) “The brown one.” D) “No idea.”  

17. The Queen of England’s name is: 

A) Elizabeth II   B) Elizabeth I  C) Diana   D) Posh 

18. Which of them is not in Britain? 

A) the Golden Gate  B) Nelson’s Column C) Harrods   D) Big Ben 
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19. In Beauty and the Beast, Beauty’s sisters wanted to marry: 

A) a king or a prince     B) a prince or a knight 

C) a king or a duke     D) a prince or a duke 

20. In Beauty and the Beast, when Beauty found the beast in the cave and thought he was dead 
she: 

A) kissed him      B) brought some water 

C) hugged him      D) stroked his face 

5 point questions 

21. How many of them are incorrect? 

on MONDAY      in the AFTERNOON   at WEEKDAYS      

in MAY      on CHRISTMAS      at 20th JUNE      

at BIRTHDAY      at WEEKENDS      in 1999         

in WINTER       in NIGHT       in the MORNING        

at NOON     at 5 O’CLOCK      on MIDNIGHT 

A) 2    B) 4    C) 6    D) 8 

22. “A bad fairy turned me ….. such an ugly frog but you can save me when you kiss me!” - the 
prince said. 

A) on    B) into   C) in    D) for 

23. The odd one is:                 

CROSSWORD       PUZZLE       JIGSAW       CHESS 

A) crossword  B) puzzle   C) jigsaw   D) chess 

24. How many words cannot be paired as opposites? 

FAST   INTERESTING   FAT    WISE 

UGLY   LIGHT    LOUD   SLIM 

POOR   SMALL    SICK   PROUD 

BAD    BORING    WEALTHY  STUPID 

PRETTY   HEAVY    GOOD   WEAK  

A) 2    B) 3    C) 4    D) 5 
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25. “I can’t fix the door.” 

A) “Can you give me your hand?”   B) “Can you give me a hand?” 

C) “Fix my hand.”     D) “Fix me a hand.” 

26. You can hear: “Single or return?” 

A) at the hotel      B) at the railway station 

C) in the hospital      D) at the tennis court 

27. Stonehenge is a stone: 

A) avenue   B) circle   C) square   D) building 

28. The President of the USA can serve no longer than: 

A) 4 years   B) 6 years   C) 8 years   D) 10 years 

29. In Beauty and the Beast, when the merchant came to a huge dining hall, there was a large 
table with ... on it. 

A) roast chicken and beef, fruit and vegetables 

B) roast pork, fruit and vegetables 

C) roast chicken and pork and vegetables 

D) roast chicken and fried fish 

30. In Beauty and the Beast, at court, the merchant: 

A) won the trial but lost the money 

B) won the trial but wasted the money 

C) won the trial but had to buy gifts 

D) won the trial but the money was stolen 

 


